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Thomas–Fermi–Dirac–von Weizsa ¨cker models in finite systems
Garnet Kin-Lic Chan,a) Aron J. Cohen, and Nicholas C. Handy
Department of Chemistry, Lensfield Road, Cambridge CB2 1EW, United Kingdom

~Received 7 June 2000; accepted 8 September 2000!

To gain an understanding of the variational behavior of kinetic energy functionals, we perform a
numerical study of the Thomas–Fermi–Dirac–von Weizsa¨cker theory in finite systems. A general
purpose Gaussian-based code is constructed to perform energy and geometry optimizations on
polyatomic systems to high accuracy. We carry out benchmark studies on atomic and diatomic
systems. Our results indicate that the Thomas–Fermi–Dirac–von Weizsa¨cker theory can give an
approximate description of matter, with atomic energies, binding energies, and bond lengths of the
correct order of magnitude, though not to the accuracy required of a qualitative chemical theory. We
discuss the implications for the development of new kinetic functionals. ©2001 American
Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1321308#

I. INTRODUCTION

Thomas–Fermi and related theories,1,2 where the Kohn–
Sham kinetic energyTs@r#5minCD→r

^CDu( i21/2¹ i
2uCD&

is approximated by an explicit functional of the density, have
been studied for many years and are the origin of modern
density functional theory.3,4 An important advantage of such
theories over the Kohn–Sham formulation is their simplicity,
as they circumvent the need to solve theN coupled Kohn–
Sham equations. Instead, the minimizing energy and density
are yielded through the solution of the Euler equation,

d

dr
@E2mN#50, ~1!

where normalization is enforced through the chemical poten-
tial m, andr is constrained to beN representable.

Despite the efforts by many workers,5–14 it is still not
clear to what extent and accuracy we can devise explicit
density approximations toTs@r#, especially in finite systems.
We have recently shown14 that very accurate kinetic energies
of molecules can be reproduced by a modification of
Thomas–Fermi theory, when Hartree–Fock densities are
supplied. This, however, does not guarantee a good varia-
tional performance in the Euler equation~1!.

Further progress requires an understanding of the varia-
tional characteristics of Thomas–Fermi-type functionals.
These must at least be gradient functionals~that is of the
form * f (r,u“ru)dr ! as an extension of the Teller nonbind-
ing theorem9,15–18 tells us that functionals without gradient
corrections will not yield bound molecules. A suitable model
to study is provided by the simplest gradient functional, the
Thomas–Fermi–Dirac–von Weizsa¨cker functional. This is
constructed as the sum of the Thomas–Fermi kinetic func-
tional for the uniform electron gas,1,2

Ts@r#5
3

10
~3p2!2/3E r5/3dr , ~2!

the von Weizsa¨cker gradient correction19

Tw@r#5
l

8 E u“ru2

r
dr , ~3!

where l is an adjustable parameter, the Dirac exchange
functional,20

Ex@r#52
3

4 S 3

p D 1/3E r4/3dr , ~4!

and the usual Coulomb 1/2**r(r1)r(r2)r 12
21 dr1 dr2 and

nuclear attraction*rvextdr terms. Throughout this paper, we
have used atomic units where\,me,ueu,4pe051. We shall
denote the above energy functional by TFDlW; the neglect
of the von Weizsa¨cker and exchange corrections leads to the
TFD and TF functionals, respectively. While we have not
studied spin effects in this work, the above formulas may be
trivially modified to spin-density functional form by summa-
tion overa andb spin components.

As we have argued, an understanding of the variational
characteristics of TFDlW theory is important to the further
development of Thomas–Fermi-type theories. However, due
to numerical difficulties in solving the Euler equation~1!,17

there is a lack of accurate numerical TFDlW calculations in
finite systems. We have not been able to find any numerical
results performed to the level of accuracy one requires in a
modern quantum chemical calculation, and with existing
calculations6,9,11 disagreeing over the presence of binding in
even diatomic molecules, we do not feel that a good under-
standing of TFDlW theory is yet available.

For this reason, we have decided to undertake a numeri-
cal study of the TFDlW model functionals in atomic and
molecular systems. Using benchmark calculations, we aim to
answer the fundamental questions of TFDlW and related
Thomas–Fermi-type models, such as the strength and quali-
tative properties of binding in molecules, and also to illus-
trate well-known results for the qualitative behavior of the
density and chemical potential in a numerical manner.

The structure of our study is as follows. In Sec. II, we
first establish the necessary background and recall some im-a!Electronic mail: gkc1000@hermes.cam.ac.uk
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portant results in the study of the Thomas–Fermi-type model
functionals. The qualitative influence of the von Weizsa¨cker
term is discussed.

In Sec. III, we proceed to describe a practical method to
solve the Euler equation~1!. We introduce a Gaussian basis
set to expand an orbitalf, with the density constructed as
f2, and our implementation can carry out energy evaluations
and geometry optimizations on polyatomic systems in a
similar manner to conventional quantum chemical calcula-
tions.

In Sec. IV, we perform numerical studies of atomic and
diatomic systems. In our studies on atoms, we perform
benchmark-level calculations on total energies. We also ex-
amine chemical potentials, ionization potentials, and densi-
ties of the atoms. In our studies on diatomics, we perform
benchmark-level calculations to definitively address the
problem of binding. We present binding curves, binding en-
ergies, and bond distances for a variety of first row diatom-
ics. We also examine the role of thel parameter of the
TFDlW model in determining the equilibrium geometry and
binding energy.

Finally, in Sec. V, we draw our conclusions, and discuss
our results in the wider context of the future development of
kinetic energy functionals for finite systems.

II. PROPERTIES OF THOMAS–FERMI-TYPE MODELS
IN FINITE SYSTEMS

In this section, we present some background theory, as
well as a few new remarks on Thomas–Fermi-type models in
finite systems. Further background theory may be found in
various texts.17,21

We begin with TF theory. In neutral atoms, which have
m50, the TF energy is given by the formula17

E520.7687Z7/3. ~5!

The TF density diverges at the nucleus liker 23/2, and far
away decays liker 26.17 These qualitative features are not
improved in TFD theory, where neutral atoms have finite
size. Furthermore, in TF theory, anions are unbound, and
cations have a finite size. However, TF theory is exact in the
limit as Z→`, as has been demonstrated by Lieb and
Simon.7 By this, we mean that the exact densityr0 and en-
ergy E0 , and Thomas–Fermi densityr, and energyE, for a
set of nuclear chargesZa and positionsRa are related by

lim
l→`

l27/3E0~lZa ,lN,lRa!5 lim
l→`

l27/3E~lZa ,lN,lRa!,

~6!

lim
l→`

l22r0~l21/3r !5 lim
l→`

l22r~l21/3r !. ~7!

Since, on the length scalel21/3r both the core and valence
regions vanish in thel→` limit,7 it is clear that TF theory is
a theory of thebulk electrons. This provides an informal
understanding of the incorrect behavior of TF theory near in
and far out, and also for the absence of molecular binding,
which is a property of the valence region.

In TFDlW theory, the presence of the gradient term
corrects the qualitative near and far behavior of the density,
with a cusp condition on the spherically averagedrs near the
nucleus,

]rs

]r U
r 50

52
Z

l
r~0!, ~8!

and an exponential decay into the vacuum,11

r;r 22 exp2@28m/l#1/2r . ~9!

We note that the Weizsa¨cker and Dirac corrections to the
energy are;O(Z2) and;O(Z4/3), respectively, and conse-
quently do not affect the limits~6!, ~7!.

Although real atomic densities do not have visible quan-
tum fluctuations, they have a piecewise exponential
structure,22 and radial atomic densities show pronounced
shell structure, corresponding to regions of different expo-
nential decay. None of the Thomas–Fermi-type theories pro-
duce such a shell structure. The origin of the shell structure
has been traced both to theN-derivative discontinuities of the
kinetic functional23 and the derivative discontinuity ink
space of the dielectric response function.3,12 Since the theo-
ries studied here are continuously differentiable, we do not
expect the correct reproduction of a shell structure by any
functional of the Thomas–Fermi type.

We now briefly survey some important numerical results
in the literature. Atomic energies using Thomas–Fermi-type
models have been computed by many workers5,8,24 ~see
Yang8 for some recent calculations!. Also, the optimal
choice of l in the TFDlW model for the reproduction of
atomic energies, has been studied.8,24 von Weizsa¨cker pro-
posedl51, although it was later demonstrated17 that in the
slowly varying uniform electron gas,l5 1

9. Further studies
by many authors5,8,19 have demonstrated that an empirical
value of 1

5 is near-optimal for reproducing atomic energies.
However, it is as yet unclear what value ofl is best for the
reproduction of molecular properties, such as binding ener-
gies and geometries.

In molecules, few calculations exist. As mentioned, from
the nonbinding theorem of Teller15 ~which was extended and
improved by Balazs16 and Lieb and Simon7!, Thomas–
Fermi-type models without gradient corrections are unstable
with respect to dissociation. In some early calculations,
where several approximations~including a constrained den-
sity! were made in solving the Euler equation~1!, Yonei6

concluded that TFDlW, with l5 1
5, gave good qualitative

dissociation curves for the N2 molecule. However, Gross and
Dreizler,11 who solved the Euler equation in true variational
TFDlW calculations, could not find any evidence of binding
at this l value. Berk9 demonstrated that the Yonei calcula-
tions violated a lower bound result for the energy, and thus
could not be considered reliable. Consequently, the problem
of binding is still unresolved.

Finally, we remark on the problem of the size-
consistency problem of molecular binding. For a separated
molecule to minimize at infinite separation to the sum of
atomic energies, all atoms must minimize with the samem,
otherwise there will be a flow of charge between the systems
to balance the chemical potentials. It is then clear that TF
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theory is exactly size consistent. This will not be the case for
TFDlW theory~or TFD theory!, although the variation inm
among atoms, and the consequent violation of size consis-
tency, will bel dependent. We return to this point later.

III. SOLUTION OF THE EULER EQUATION

To perform definitive numerical calculations using
Thomas–Fermi-type theories, we require a method to solve
the Euler equation~1!. We have adopted the Gaussian basis-
set expansion approach of quantum chemistry, and have con-
structed a general purpose codeFERMION for polyatomic
molecules.

A. Evaluation of the Lagrangian in a Gaussian basis

Minimization of the LagrangianL5E2mN is subject to
the constraint of positivity ofr ~as is usual, the furtherN
representability constraint* u“r1/2u2 dr,` is automatically
satisfied in our finite basis set expansion!. We explicitly
force positivity via

r5f2. ~10!

Thenf is expanded in a Gaussian basis seth i ,

f5(
i

cih i . ~11!

Around each nuclear centerA, these are Cartesian Gaussians,

h5~x2xA! i~y2yA! j~z2zA!ke2a~r 2r A!2
. ~12!

We have also implemented contracted Gaussians, where each
basis functionh i is itself a contraction of the form~11!.

The evaluation of the Lagrangian requires several inte-
grals, which are well known from implementing Kohn–
Sham theory. The nuclear attraction and Coulomb integrals
are Gaussian integrals that can be evaluated analytically. The
kinetic and exchange-correlation functionals are of the form

F@r#5E f ~r,u“ru!dr . ~13!

These may be integrated using standard numerical quadra-
ture schemes. We use the Becke atomic partitioning,25

Euler–Maclaurin radial quadrature,26 and Lebedev or Leg-
endre angular quadrature.26,27 It should be noted that since
the grid integral is an order of magnitude larger than usually
encounted in Kohn–Sham theory, a very large quadrature is
needed to yield sufficient accuracy for energy optimization.

B. Optimization

Due to the highly nonquadratic nature of the kinetic en-
ergy, the optimization ofL with respect toci is a nontrivial
problem. The iterative self-consistent procedure commonly
used in Kohn–Sham calculations does not work, and we re-
quire more robust minimization techniques. Moreover, the
Hessian matrix has a large spread of eigenvalues. Conse-
quently, first derivative methods such as conjugate gradient
minimization and quasi-Newton search28 perform poorly, re-
quiring many hundreds of iterations to achieve convergence.
It is not yet clear how to precondition these methods for our
problem. Also, we mention that these problems are exacer-

bated if we incorporate the constraint*r dr5N directly
into an energy minimization, rather than via the Euler
equation~1!.

We have found that an efficient optimizer is provided by
the second-derivative Newton–Raphson search.28 We note
that such a scheme has also been used by Yang8 in studies of
atoms. Here the gradient vectord is taken as

di5(
j

Hi j
21gj , ~14!

where Hi j 5]2L/]ci ]cj and gj5]L/]cj . At the solution
point ]L/]cj50, this may be written as a Brillouin condi-
tion,

K h iUdTs

dr
1vx1vJ1vext2mUf L 50, ; i , ~15!

wherevx5dEx /dr andvJ5*r(r2)r 12
21 dr2 .

We note that the derivatives ofL are simple to evaluate
using the methods described in the previous section. Starting
from a given orbital~initially chosen at random! and given
m, we perform a one-dimensional minimization of the La-
grangian with respect tol, alongf1l( i dih i , and iterate
this procedure to convergence. Typically less than ten itera-
tions are required for convergence inL to an absolute toler-
ance of 1025 Hartrees.

Since the Euler equation is nonlinear, convergence from
a random starting point to the global minimum is not as-
sured. Consequently, it is necessary to perform multiple
minimizations from different starting points. For the calcula-
tions in this work, it appears that the global minimum can be
located within five to ten independent minimizations.

To complete the solution of the Euler equation we now
need to solve form such that*r dr5N. This is a one-
dimensional root search that we perform by bisection. At
each bisection step, we reminimize our Lagrangian for the
new bounding values ofm. Typically only a few bisection
steps are required to achieve our target tolerance of 1025 on
the normalization integral.

C. Nuclear derivatives

The evaluation of nuclear derivatives is trivial due to the
simple structure of the Euler equation. Let us consider some
nuclear coordinateR. Then the energy derivative is given by

dE

dR
5

]E

]R
1

]E

]c

]c

]R
. ~16!

Through the usual route of relating]E/]c to ]N/]c through
the Euler equation, under the constraintdN/dR50, we may
transform~16! to

dE

dR
5

]E

]R
2m

]N

]R
. ~17!

The corresponding partial derivatives are straightforward to
evaluate.

We have implemented a geometry optimizer that uses
the Cartesian nuclear derivatives in a quasi-Newton
~Broyden–Fletcher–Goldfarb–Shanno! minimization28 of
the energy.
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IV. BENCHMARK CALCULATIONS

We now describe our calculations on a variety of atomic
and diatomic systems.

A. Atoms

1. Total energies

Our goal in this section is to present benchmark calcu-
lations on atoms. Here we present the total energies for the
neutral atoms H through Ne.

Preliminary investigations indicate that all first-row at-
oms minimize with spherical densities; consequently we con-
strain our atoms to be spherical. We use a large grid with
1000 radial points between 0 and 25 Bohr~no angular inte-
gration is required due to spherical symmetry!. The basis
set consists ofs-type Gaussians of the form exp2(mnr2),
for integer n. Our tabulated calculations usem53 and
n524¯14, a total of 19 basis functions with exponents
from 1022

¯107. All energy optimizations are converged to
1025 Hartrees.

Listed in Table I are the total energies for all our sys-
tems, for~Ref. 29! TFDlW with l5 1

9,
1
5,1, and also for TF

and TFD theory Literature results for the neon atom are also
given as Ne~lit !; the TF energy is from the exact formula~5!,
the TFD and TFDW energies are from Tomishima and
Yonei, and the TFDlW energies are from Yang.18 Exact
Hartree–Fock~HF! energies from Clementi and Roetti29 are
included for a comparison.

How accurate are our results? From comparing our neon
TF energy with that from the Milne formula, it is true that
our basis set is incomplete in that case. However, as dis-
cussed in Sec. II, the true TF~and TFD! densities are singu-
lar at the nucleus, and this contributes a significant propor-
tion of the core energy. We cannot expect to capture such
behavior using any basis-set procedure that does not explic-
itly include the divergence.

A better test is to examine the TFDlW energies. We see
that for the neon atom, our results lie above those of Yang,
and Tomishima and Yonei. However, the method used by
Yang ~the finite difference solution of the Euler equation! is
not strictly variational. We can estimate the basis limit in our
approach by extrapolating the basis set. In the limitm→1
and the range ofmn→@2`,`#, we have a complete basis

set. The energy is very insensitive to changing the lower
bound ofmn, consequently in Fig. 1, we have extrapolated

the neon TFD1
9W energy as a function ofm and the upper

boundmn. We see that our calculations are converged to an
accuracy of better than 1 milliHartree. Similar convergence
is observed for the other TFDlW models.

Comparing our TFDlW energies with the Hartree–Fock

energies, we confirm the established result, that TFD1
5W

theory best reproduces atomic energies.
It is also of some interest to examine the chemical po-

tentialm. As mentioned earlier, Thomas–Fermi theory yields
exactlym50. In Table II, we present the chemical potentials
for the atoms using our various models. The chemical poten-
tial is very sensitive to the size of the basis set, thus our
results are probably not accurate beyond the first significant
figure. We observe very smallm for our TF calculations, in
accordance with the theoretical considerations in Sec. II. In
TFD and TFDlW models, the chemical potential does take

TABLE I. Atomic energies using various Thomas–Fermi-type models, compared with literature and Hartree–
Fock results. The literature results for Ne are taken from TF~exact formula!, TFD, TFDW @Tomishima and
Yonei ~Ref. 5!#, TFDlW @Yang ~Ref. 8!#, and the HF values from Clementi and Roetti~Ref. 29!.

TF TFD TFD
1
9W TFD

1
5W TFDW HF

H 20.7491 21.0224 20.6664 20.5666 20.2618 20.5000
He 23.8234 24.6093 23.2228 22.8184 21.4775 22.8617
Li 29.8414 211.3465 28.2515 27.3227 24.1054 27.4327
Be 219.2464 221.6413 216.1631 214.4841 28.4922 214.5730
B 232.3865 235.8191 227.2876 224.6284 214.9258 224.5291
C 249.5281 254.1558 241.9052 238.0332 223.6568 237.6886
N 270.9520 276.8929 260.2622 254.9428 234.9084 254.4009
O 296.8564 2104.2472 282.5798 275.5765 248.8831 274.8094
F 2127.4524 2136.4158 2109.0592 2100.1345 265.7674 299.4094
Ne 2162.9263 2173.5801 2139.8865 2128.8014 285.7343 2128.5471

Ne ~lit ! 2165.61 2176.3 2139.91 2128.83 286.43

FIG. 1. Convergence of the neon energy TFD
1
9W energy using various basis

sets. ~i! Changing mmax
n , for m53. ~ii ! Changing m, with exponents

m24
¯m14.
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small nonzero values that increase~in magnitude! monoti-
cally with l. This indicates that the system wishes to mini-
mize with an electron number other thanN5Z. Still, in ab-
solute terms, the chemical potential is very small and very
similar between the atoms, indicating that both charge neu-
trality and size consistency are approximately maintained by
all our Thomas–Fermi-type models.

In Fig. 2 we plot the ionization energies using the
TFDlW models. We see that they are monotonic curves
whose gradient is determined byl ~the gradient increases
with increasingl!. It is not surprising that we do not repro-
duce the nonmonotonic nature of the true ionization poten-
tial, as the origin of the variation between atoms lies in the
fermionic nature of the electrons, and the consequent occu-
pation of different orbitals with different angular momenta.
However, due to the different spin states of the atoms, it may
be possible to account for some of these effects through a
spin-density functional treatment. Nonetheless, the true ion-
ization energies of the atoms17 do fluctuate around the mean
ionization energies given by our models.

2. Densities

Here we examine the densities of our Thomas-Fermi-
type models. In Figs. 3 and 4 we plot the density and radial
density given by a variety of Thomas–Fermi-type models as
compared with the Hartree–Fock densities, for the neon
atom. As expected, no shell structure is observed, the

Thomas–Fermi-type densities displaying an averaging over
the shell structure of the Hartree–Fock density~computed at
the TZ2P level30 with CADPAC!.31 The divergence of the
Thomas–Fermi density is clearly seen. We further note that
despite theformal improvement offered by the inclusion of
the Weizsacker term, in practice, the TFDlW density is not
very different from the Thomas–Fermi density, being very
strongly peaked at the nucleus, and decaying in a similar
fashion over the chemically relevant regions of the atom. We
see the progressive effect of increasingl is to lower the
value of the density at the nucleus, and to relax the density so
the peak in the radial density flattens and moves outward into
the valence region.

B. Diatomic molecules

Our goal in this section is to present benchmark calcu-
lations on diatomics to address the problem of binding in
TFDlW theory.

TABLE II. Atomic chemical potentials using various Thomas–Fermi-type
models.

TF TFD TFD
1
9W TFD

1
5W TFDW

H 0.001 20.049 20.059 20.066 20.071
He 0.002 20.051 20.062 20.070 20.108
Li 0.003 20.051 20.063 20.072 20.131
Be 0.003 20.050 20.063 20.074 20.145
B 0.002 20.049 20.063 20.074 20.156
C 0.003 20.048 20.064 20.075 20.163
N 0.003 20.048 20.064 20.076 20.169
O 0.003 20.047 20.064 20.076 20.174
F 0.003 20.047 20.064 20.076 20.178
Ne 0.003 20.046 20.064 20.077 20.181

FIG. 2. Ionization energies of first-row atoms with TFDlW models.

FIG. 3. Densityr with various Thomas–Fermi-type models.

FIG. 4. Radial densityr 2r with various Thomas–Fermi-type models.
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We perform calculations in cylindrical symmetry, using
a large basis set ofs-, p-, andd-type Gaussians~our program
does not support higher angular momentum functions!. Due
to the symmetry constraints we choose only thepx anddx2

functions, wherex is the molecular axis. The exponents are
chosen as a seriesmn as in the atomic calculations; fors
Gaussians, we takem53 andn522¯12, for p Gaussians
we takem53 andn526¯2, and ford Gaussians we take
m53 andn526¯22. This is a 16s9p5d basis on each
atom, which gives a total of 60 basis functions for the di-
atomic molecule. Our quadrature is chosen as a large two
dimensional Legendre quadrature, with roughly 2000 points.

We have performed a number of basis-set convergence
studies, to assess the quality of our calculations. Our basis

sets are most accurate for calculations with TFD1
9W theory,

but even in our worst case, thes, p, andd basis sets are well
saturated and residual basis set effects with respect to these
angular momentum functions are estimated to be of the order
of 1 milliHartree. With respect to contributions from higher
angular momentum functions, we estimate that our 16s9p5d

calculations with TFD1
9W and TFD1

5W theory are within;1
milliHartree of the basis set limit, and calculations with
TFDW and TFD2W are within;10 milliHartrees of the ba-
sis set limit. We see little reason to pursue these calculations
to higher accuracy. In Fig. 5, we plot the convergence of the
energy with respect to angular momentum for the N2 mol-
ecule at 2 Bohr.

In Fig. 6 we present the binding curve for the N2 mol-
ecule with TFD1

5W theory. We include for comparison the
literature results of Yonei,6 Gross and Dreizler,11 and Berk.9

We see that our results~which are variational upper bounds!
lie below the upper bound of Gross and Dreizler, and above
the lower bound of Berk. We see that the Yonei calculation
does not obey these bounds.

We now discuss various qualitative features of molecu-
lar binding in the TFDlW model. Examining the N2 binding
curves in Fig. 7, we see that the strength of binding increases
asl increases, and the total energy increases~becomes more
positive!. These results are simple to understand. As we saw
in Fig. 4, increasingl pushes more electrons into the valence

region, which should increase the strength of binding~for
example, from Hellmann–Feynman arguments!. The overall
increase in energy is simply from the increased magnitude in
the kinetic energy~which is positive!. A simple optimization
of l to reproduce the experimental bond distance yieldsl
;2. As l→`, however, the kinetic energy completely
swamps the nuclear contribution, and we do not expect bind-
ing in the limit l/Z→`.

Although the bond distance of N2 is well reproduced at
l52, the molecule is highly overbound, when compared
with Hartree–Fock theory. In contrast, total energies are best
reproduced withl5 1

5, although the binding energy is far too
small. This inability to reproduce both the total energy and
binding energy by optimizingl reflects the different energy
contributions of the core, bulk, and valence regions, whose
distribution cannot be satisfactorily modeled by a single pa-
rameter.

In Table III, we present binding energies and geometries
for a range of diatomics, with various TFDlW models, and
Hartree–Fock~unrestricted TZ2P! calculations for compari-
son. Our geometries have been optimized to 0.01 Bohr; how-

ever, due to the extreme flatness of the TFD1
9W and TFD1

5W
binding curves, our equilibrium geometries for these models

FIG. 5. Convergence of the N2 energy at 2 Bohr with angular momen-
tum functions. Plotted is the energy with various basis sets

(16s,16s9p,16s9p5d)—energy (16s9p5d), for TFD
1
9W and TFDW

theory.

FIG. 6. Binding curve of N2 using TFD
1
5W theory, with the present work, as

compared to literature results.

FIG. 7. Binding curve of N2 using TFDlW theories, as compared with
unrestricted Hartree–Fock~TZ2P!.
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may be accurate only to two significant figures~although the
binding energies will be accurate to within the errors de-
scribed above!. The bond distances and binding energies are
monotonic functions of the number of electrons~the binding
energies increase monotonically withN!. We see that in-
creasingl increases the bond energy and shortens the bond
distance in the diatomics~except for H2, due to the highl/Z
ratio, as discussed earlier!. It would appear that molecules
are bound even withl5 1

9, although with binding energies of
only a few milliHartrees. Consequently, we feel it is accurate
to conclude that binding is described by the TFDlW model,
and is correct qualitatively insofar as the bond distances are
the correct order of magnitude. Moreover, withl5 1

5 andl
5 1

9, we obtain the same trend in the bond distances as in
Hartree–Fock theory. However, this is a long way from an
acceptable chemical accuracy. The correctN-dependent
variation in binding energies, stemming from the stepwise
occupation ofs- and p-type orbitals, and corresponding
shell structure in the atoms, is not produced, and indeed such
a feature is a challenge to reproduce using a Thomas–Fermi-
type functional. We note that all the diatomic systems stud-
ied ~with the exception of O2! are closed shell systems, and
thus we do not expect our results to improve with a spin-
dependent formulation.

We finally comment on the size-consistency problem, as
mentioned in Sec. II. In homonuclear diatomics, there is, of
course, no size-consistency problem, as the infinitely sepa-
rated atoms have the samem. We have carried out prelimi-
nary investigations on HF at infinite separation. These indi-
cate that the flow of charge between atoms is small, but
increases with increasingl. With l5 1

9, the charge flow at
infinity is ;0.001 with a negligible lowering of energy; with
l51, the charge flow is;0.15 with the ionic state;10
milliHartrees lower in energy than the neutral atoms. We
note that these considerations do not affect the qualitative
picture of binding in TFDlW theory.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this work, we have carried out a numerical study of
the Thomas–Fermi–Dirac–von Weizsa¨cker energy model.
Earlier studies have not been of sufficient accuracy to answer
the important question as to whether this model includes
molecular binding. To solve the Euler equation associated
with this model, we have developed a general purpose
Gaussian-based code, which can carry out energy and geom-

etry optimizations to high accuracy. We present benchmark
calculations on atomic and diatomic systems. Our studies
show that TFDlW theory can offer a qualitative description
of atomic and diatomic properties. For such a simple theory,
it does very well, and indeed we can reproduce atomic total
energies and molecular binding in a qualitative fashion.
However, the more detailed description of atomic and mo-
lecular systems, which is a prerequisite for a chemically
meaningful theory, is lacking. In particular, such properties
that depend on the characteristics of separate electrons, such
as their core/bulk/valence nature, or their angular momen-
tum, are not described. As is well known, atomic shell struc-
ture is not reproduced, nor do we obtain a good optimized
density, and the strength of molecular binding is generally a
simple function ofN.

We note that our studies have not included any descrip-
tion of spin, although this may be trivially treated through
the spin-density analog of Thomas–Fermi theory, and the
inclusion of spin will not affect our general conclusions
above. The problems in TFDlW theory are, of course, due to
the approximate description of the kinetic energy and will
not be fully resolved unless one returns to an explicit de-
scription of the electrons, which most likely requires a non-
differentiable model such as in Kohn–Sham theory. How-
ever, it is still an open question as to how well one can do in
some average manner with the optimum kinetic functional of
the Thomas–Fermi type. We have tried to optimize thel
parameter in TFDlW theory, but it offers only limited im-
provement. A detailed study should choose a more sophisti-
cated framework of approximation, for example, a general-
ized gradient approximation,14,32,33

Ts@r#5E r5/3f ~r,u“ru,¹2r!dr , ~18!

or a nonlocal functional such as those studied in extended
systems,12,13

Ts@r#5E E f @r~r1!,r~r2!#g~kF ,r 12!dr1 dr2 , ~19!

where kF is the Fermi momentum. Once such a form has
been decided, we may then apply the techniques from the
optimization of exchange-correlation functionals to optimize
the kinetic functional. The qualitatively correct features of
the simple TFDlW model offers some hope that a judicious

TABLE III. Binding energiesDE5E(A)1E(B)2E(AB) in Hartrees and optimized bond lengths in Bohr,
using TFDlW theories, and Hartree–Fock~unrestricted TZ2P! theory. Negative binding energies indicate local
minima.

TFD
1
9W TFD

1
5W TFDW TFD2W HF

DE re DE re DE re DE re DE re

H2 0.006 3.41 0.012 3.00 0.051 3.27 0.048 4.79 0.135 1.38
N2 0.008 4.94 0.022 4.24 0.463 2.35 1.349 2.08 0.182 2.02
O2 0.008 5.04 0.022 4.34 0.500 2.36 1.584 2.02 0.054 2.19
F2 0.008 5.14 0.023 4.42 0.532 2.38 1.807 1.98 20.055 2.52
HF 0.006 4.27 0.016 3.72 0.147 2.82 0.265 2.96 0.155 1.70
CO 0.008 4.94 0.022 4.24 0.458 2.34 1.318 2.09 0.277 2.09
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choice of fitting data may yield functionals that perform well
over restricted classes of systems, and that can be used in an
approximate description of matter.
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